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1 Background

1.1 Short bio

I am an associate professor at the University of Lille (France) and a member of INRIA’s
research group SPIRALS. In 2008-2011, I was a research associate in Mira Mezini’s group
at the Darmstadt University of Technology (Germany). I received a Ph.D. from the Uni-
versity of Rennes (France) in 2008, for which I was supervised by Jean-Marc Jézéquel,
Joël Champeau and Brigitte Hoeltzener. In 2005-2008, I was a research assistant at
ENSIETA (Brest, France), thanks to a research scholarship from DGA and CNRS. Pre-
viously, I worked as a software engineer for CMB. I spent 6 months working with Yoshua
Bengio at the University of Montréal (Canada) in 2004 for my master’s thesis. I received
a M.Sc. and an engineering degree in computer science from the Compiègne University
of Technology (France) in 2004.

2 Concepts

Software engineering is dual. Literally, software engineering is the creation and main-
tenance of software. But from a research perspective, software engineering is the body
of knowledge about the creation and maintenance of software and about the phenomena
underlying and emerging from those two activities.

• software engineering: creation and maintenance of actual software

• software engineering research: tools to create software, understanding of the nature
of software and its usage.

2.1 In short

Automatic software repair is the process of fixing bugs automatically. There are different
kinds of repair

• patch generation

• runtime repair

2.2 Core concepts

The classical terminology about failures [1]

• a failure is an observed inacceptable behavior
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• a error is a propagating incorrect state prior to the failure

• a fault is the root cause of the error (in particular incorrect code)

• a bug is both a failure and a fault wikipedia:
it’s all :-)

• the term “defect” is also used

My definition: A software bug is a gap between the expected behavior of a program and
what it actually does.What I like in this definition is that:

• it does not imply executable specifications

• it does not imply specifications at all

A specification S is the a set of expected correct behaviors and properties.

• a specification may be written in natural language

• a specification may be incomplete

• a specification may be incorrect

• a specification may be inconsistent

• a specification may be implicit (e.g. “the program shall not crash”)

• a specification may be executable

An oracle is based on the specification and is intended to determine, for each test (stim-
uli/input), if the program has violated the specification.

• assertEquals(6, factorial(3))

• impacted by encapsulation

• may require white-box observations (mock)
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Figure 1: Overview of the concept of “specification”

How to repair bugs automatically?

• Choose a class of bugs

• Identify a good bug oracle

• Set up repair operators

• Add a dose of CPU usage

• Serve it

In repair, there are two kinds of oracles, the bug oracle and the regression oracle.
A bug oracle tells you “YES there is a bug”, “No, it is fixed”

• Ex: Crashing input: $ pgm –-input foo

• Ex: Failing test case
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• See a good survey [15]

A regression oracle tells you “Ooops, you’ve broken something” or “OK, go ahead”.

• test suite (input-output based)

• pre-conditions, post-conditions, invariants [43]

• logics based specification (LTL, etc) [17]

• if you can reason about the impact of the repair operator, you may avoid a regres-
sion oracle

Fault class / defect class:

• Buffer overflow

• Crashes

• Unhandled exceptions

• Infinite loop [25]

• . . .

Core repair algorithm: core repair
algorithm

While YES there is a bug {
Try something else

}

Because of the loop, a good bug oracle is:

• Automated

• Does not take too long
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• Case of not automated: human user [4] story:
human
crowd

A repair operator (or “repair action”) is a modification on the program code or on the
program state.
Examples on program code:

-add a precondition
+ if (age>=18)

serve_adult_content()

Examples of behavioral repair operators:

• add/remove/replace code

• add a precondition [8]

• replace a condition [8]

• replace a method parameter by another

• add a check [22] talk about
Autopag

Examples of state repair operators:

• change a register value [32]

• component restart [38, 37]

• retry [10]

• change object references [9]

Some repair operators may introduce a regression. In this case we need a regression
oracle:
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Listing 1: Basic repair algorithm with regression testing
For some time {
While "YES there is a bug" {
Try something else

}
Is there a regression?

}

3 Automatic Patch Generation

In automatic patch generation, the bug oracle can be:

• a failing test case (95% of the cases)

• crashing input

• static analyses [23]

. . . and the regression oracle can be:

• a test suite (95% of the cases)

• none (with a carefully designed repair operator)

• some static analyses

An example of patch generation technique, Genprog [13].

• test suite as oracle of correctness and oracle of bug (at least one failing test case)

• add/ remove/replace statements

• core assumption: redundancy based repair [26]. describe
redundancy
experiment• evaluation on real bugs
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Figure 2: What is an abstract syntax tree (AST)?

• re-implementable in DIY?

Listing 2: Core Genprog Algorithm
While some tests fail {

choose a random modification in add/replace/delete
perform it
run tests

}

Examples of behavioral repair operators:

• add/remove/replace existing code

• add a precondition [8]

• replace an if-condition [8]

• add a check [22] talk about
Autopag

In Semfix [29], Nopol [8]

• Finds a value v such that the failing test case pass (an angelic value)
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• Synthesisize an expression e such that e(context) = v

• Repair equation: ∀executions, e(context) = v

Semfix [29] and Nopol [8] uses code synthesis to create a patch

• let Ix,i be the execution context of expression x at execution i

• let Ox,i be the expected value of expression x at execution i

• for a given expression, synthesize exp such that ∀i, exp(Ii) = Oi

• any input/output based synthesizer may be plugged in

There are several ways to find angelic values.

• Symbolic/Concolic execution execution [29]

• Value replacement aka speculative execution (comes from hardware)

• Model-based diagnosis and trace formulas [18, 30] Wotawa,
early papers

Listing 3: Angelic Value with symbolic/concolic execution
void pgm(i) {
if (x!=1) {

return 2;
}
else {
return i+2

}
}

assert pgm(0) = 2
assert pgm(3) = 5

void pgm(i) {
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if (X) {
return 2;

}
else {
return i+2

}
}

Constraint: 2 = X ? 0, 0+2
Solution: X = false

3.1 Repair Operators

Now, let’s go through different repair operators. We’ve already seen the ones from
Genprog.
Kim et al. [20] has 10 repair templates:

• null pointer checker

• method replacer, parameter adder/remover/replacer, expression adder/remover/re-
placer

• . . .

Kern and Esparza [19] builds a meta-program that is meant to be symbolically executed

Listing 4: Meta-program for repair [19]
void pgm(i) {
if (i != 1) {

i = 2;
}
else {
i=i+2

}
return i

}

// transformed into
void pgm(i) {
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if (makeSymbolicBooleanVariable() ? i != 1 , i == 1) {
i = makeSymbolicBooleanVariable() ? 2, 3;

}
else {
i=makeSymbolicBooleanVariable() ? i+2, i-2;

}
return i

}

// ask JPF: what is valid value of the symbolic variables?

3.2 Sophistication

Fault localization can be used to speed up repair. Most techniques use them.

• try to repair most suspicious statements first

• bugs can be repaired at many different places

The locality of the repair ingredient pool matters [26].
name commits redun.

global
med .pool
size loc

redun. lo-
cal

med. pool
size glo

log4
1687 9.00% 43313 6.00% 57

junit
713 17.00% 8855 16.00% 18

pico
157 3.00% 16911 2.00% 22.5

collections
1019 7.00% 25406 4.00% 35

math
2210 6.00% 69943 4.00% 37

lang
1290 8.00% 22330 6.00% 63

Minimization can be used when the repair process has by-products.
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• Use by Genprog

• but no real evolution

4 Runtime Repair

An example of runtime technique, [9]. what about
Super
Mario? [21]• uses invariants in data structure

• force restoring those invariants using a constraint solver

• chooses the least costly repair (smallest number of changes)

In runtime repair, the bug oracle is:

• a crash (95% of the cases) (segfault)

• an unhandled exception

• an assertion violation

• a performance problem [40]

Examples of state repair operators:

• change object references [9]

• change a register value [32]

• component restart [38, 37]

• retry [10]

• checkpoint and restart
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Reboot/restart is the most common repair action.

• can be made recursively [2]

• is related to crash-only property [3]

• much research on this about rejuvenation [14]

Failure oblivious computing concentrates on memory errors [35]: validation
on Pine

• if the program attempts to read an out of bounds array element, returns the first
one

• if the program use an invalid pointer to read a memory location, returns a manu-
facture value

• if the program attempts to write a value to an out of bounds array element or use
an invalid pointer to write a memory location, skip it

Error virtualization consists of transforming an unhandled error case into an handled one
[39]:

• returns error code

• transformed into a caught exception [6]

• sophistication: undo changes of the current method, analyzed returned value upper
in the stack

• sophistication: trace the artificial value

• error virtualization in the context of exception handling [6]

Clearview is a famous multi-million $ runtime repair system [32].

• learn invariants on register values
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• correlate invariants and failures

• repair is reinforcing the invariant

Carzaniga et al. [4] proposed an original runtime repair approach. for web applications.

• the oracle is the end-user, with a button “it doesn’t work”

• the repair action consists of picking up an alternative method from a set of alter-
natives (e.g. two different method calls for youtube)

• relies on the presence of computational redundancy in software (several ways to do
the same thing). Will be discussed later [11].

Some bugs disappear in new versions while others appear. This key insight is behind the
repair system proposed by Hosek and Cadar [16].

• the oracle is a Unix signal (SEGFAULT, etc)

• the new version is run in parallel with the old

• the repair action consists of transferring the system state and executing another
version

Many bugs are due to the wild space of possible inputs. Generating appropriate filters
avoid crashes [24].

• identify structure of inputs

• learn classical values from dataset

• rectify inputs based on standard values
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5 Repair research questions

What bugs can be repaired?

• https://github.com/php/php-src/commit/1e91069

• Math-280: bug in inverseCumulativeProbability() for Normal Distribution

• . . .

What bug kinds can be repaired? not all bugs
in a given
fault class• arithmetic errors [29]

• off-by-one errors [18]

• conditions errors [29, 8]

• infinite loops [25]

How fast can real bugs be repaired?

• “An average repair run took 356.5 seconds” [13]

• Within less than 2 minutes [8]

6 Advanced Discussions

There are other kinds of repairs:

• domain-specific repair [36, 12]

• test repair [7]

Some controversies about Genprog:

• no genetic programming, no evolution [33]
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• really bad test suites [34]

• experimental error [34]

Relation between repair and program synthesis. Given a program P and a specification
S.

• Classical correctness: P that complies with S, P |= S

• Synthesis: find P such that P |= S

• Repair: find a change C such that P + C |= S

The question of patch overfitting [41]:

• some patches simply hard code the correct answer

• how often does this happen?

• how to mitigate this?

Listing 5: Illustration of patch overfitting
assertEquals(3,pgm(6))

void pgm(i) {
// synthesized patch
if (i == 3) return 6

// rest of the program
}

The question of correctness
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• classical correctness is binary

• correctness may be continuous [27]

• correctness may be partial [28]

The question of patch acceptability. Which patch is better?

// fix A: code insertion at line 21
+ if (x==2) { foo(x); }

// fix B: code insertion at line 21
+ if (x<=2) { foo(x); }

• for impact minimization, #1 is better

• for regular output domain, #2 is better (no spike)

The question of equivalent computational effects.

• there are often several if not dozens of equivalent patches

• some of them are due to the weakness of the test suite

• others are due to some kind of computational equivalence

• fascinating empty research area

The question of the fitness landscape.

• one small change may yield a big difference in output

• to drive a search you need to stack some changes. convex
landscape,
hill climbing• necessity to find smooth repair operators [5]
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• and smooth programming languages [31]

One important milestone for automatic repair research:

• fully generated patch accepted by human developers without knowing it has been
created by a robot

• or even a flame war

• kind of captcha for repair

Many bugs appear because we have development processes and software stack that are
fragile and brittle Software

brittleness,
software
fragility

• fragile to changes in the environment

• fragile to changes in the code

• fragile with respect to clever and malicious users

• needs for rethinking many points of software engineering [42, 11]

7 Conclusion

Automatic software repair is a young research area. It touches the foundations of soft-
ware. I think it’s fun and I would be glad to help you enter this fascinating field.
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